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What is Rett syndrome?
Rett syndrome is a developmental disorder of brain that begins to show its
effects in infancy or early childhood and it becomes apparent from 6-18
months of age. Rett syndrome primarily affects females but some
males (rarely) also have this disorder. Rett syndrome is found in all
racial and ethnic groups. It affects 1 in 10,000 to 15,000 females.

Why is it called Rett syndrome?
Rett syndrome is named after Dr. Andreas Rett, of Vienna, Austria, who
was first to recognize this unique disorder at his clinic in 1965.

Why is Rett syndrome seen primarily in girls?
The MECP2 defect (mutation) that causes Rett syndrome is on the X chromosome. Girls have two X
chromosomes (XX), so if there is a defective Rett gene mutation on one X chromosome, they are able
to survive because they still have another normal X. Boys have only one X (XY) so if defect in Rett
gene mutation occurs on the only X of boys, they usually cannot survive. But sometimes boys get one
extra X (XXY), in that case they can live because they have one normal X also.

What causes Rett syndrome?
Most people with Rett syndrome have a mutation or gene change in the MECP2 gene, although
mutations in other genes (such as CDKL5/ STK9) can also cause Rett syndrome.

What is a gene and chromosome?
Our body is made up of cells which have a nucleus in the center. The
nucleus has 46 chromosomes, which contain a threadlike structure
known as DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). DNA stores the total
information of our body. DNA contains genes which are the basic
units of heredity and these genes pass on the information from one
generation to another.

What is the function of MECP2 gene?
MECP2 gene is present on 'X' Chromosome, which makes a protein called MeCP2 protein which is
very important for normal development of brain. This MeCP2 protein is found in mature neurons of
brain.
Short arm

What is a mutation?

Long arm

MECP2 Gene

X-Chromosome

A mutation is a change in DNA such that one or more nucleotides is
deleted or added or changed.

Will every child show the same mutation?
Since 99% of cases of Rett syndrome are new and not inherited (not passed from parents to child), each
child may have a different mutation on the gene. There may be many mutations of MECP2 that cause
Rett syndrome.

What do different mutations of MECP2 mean?
The location of your child's mutation in the MECP2 gene may account for the severity or kind of
symptoms she has. This is because different parts of genes affect the function or quantity of the proteins
they produce.

What does it means to get tested for Rett syndrome gene?
The test will be done on a small sample of your daughter’s blood. The DNA is
extracted and purified, and the DNA sequence of the main portion of the
MECP2 gene is sequenced and compared with the normal MECP2.

What is the error rate in testing?
Although all precautions are taken during DNA tests, the currently available data

indicate that the technical error rate for all types of DNA analysis is approximately 2.0%. However it is
also important for you to note that the entire MECP2 gene is not tested. The “Important” part of the
gene that makes MeCP2 protein is tested.

How am I getting benefit from getting my child tested?
If your child with Rett syndrome is found to be having DNA mutation,
this confirms the diagnosis and we can help you in your future
pregnancy by testing the fetus (unborn child) for the same mutation.

How many girls with Rett syndrome have a mutation in
MECP2 gene?
The majority of girls with typical (classical) features of Rett syndrome have a mutation in the MECP2
gene (published reports have estimated this number to be approximately 70-90%). But not all the girls
with typical features of Rett syndrome have a mutation in the MECP2 gene. They can have mutations
that cannot be identified by the current techniques that we are using or mutation may occur in other
regions of MECP2 gene, which are currently not screened or in some other gene also which are under
investigations.

If a child was tested and does not have an MECP2 mutation. What does it mean?
The blood test is not perfect. It detects 80% of the mutations for the children who have classic Rett
syndrome and about 20% of the cases are missed. The diagnosis of Rett syndrome is based on clinical
criteria. If the child meets the criteria, regardless of a negative test, she has Rett syndrome.

Does Rett syndrome occur more than once in a family?
In 99% cases, Rett syndrome occur only once in a family. The mutation, which causes Rett syndrome,
occurs after conception (not inherited from the parents). In less than 1% cases, the Rett syndrome
mutation is inherited, passing from one generation to the next or occurring
more than once in a family.

Why the children with Rett syndrome seem okay till the first
few months of life?
The gene mutation is there before birth, but it takes some time for
enough problems to develop to get it noticed.

How is the Rett syndrome diagnosis made?
The diagnosis of Rett syndrome is made on the basis of established clinical criteria by a trained
physician. Your child's doctor will look carefully at your child’s early growth and development and will
also evaluate the medical history and physical and neurological status of your child. Your child will be
diagnosed with Rett syndrome if certain set of symptoms will be displayed in their first 2-4years.

 Child is normal before and around the time of birth
 Slowed head growth
 Severe impairment of expressive language
 Loss of purposeful hand use followed by repetitive hand
movements like hand clapping, tapping, wringing

 Shakiness of upper torso
 Ability to walk is impaired or lost
Other symptoms includes

 Breath holding, air swallowing
 Sleep problems
 Spinal curvature, rigid muscles, joint contractures
 Seizures
 Teeth grinding and difficult swallowing
 Cold small feet and hands due to poor circulation
What are the types of Rett syndrome?
Your child may fall into one of two categories:

 Classical Rett syndrome: those who meet the consensus diagnostic criteria;

 Atypical Rett syndrome: those who do not meet all of the diagnostic
criteria for classical Rett syndrome

What are the stages of Rett syndrome?
 Early Onset Stage (between 6 - 18 months)
 Rapid Destructive Stage (between 1- 4 years)
 Plateau Stage ( Preschool to adulthood) symptoms get no worse or
their intensity lessens

 Late Motor Deterioration Stage – starts between 5 and 25 years of age and can last for decades
Do all children move through the stages of Rett syndrome similarly?
No. The stages of Rett syndrome are guidelines provided to help understand the natural history of the
disorder. The course varies from one child to another, including the age when Rett syndrome begins
and the speed and severity of symptoms. Therefore, two children of the same age can appear quite
different.

What other tests should be done for the diagnosis of Rett syndrome?
 Genetic testing for looking the mutations of MECP2 and CDKL5 genes. Genetic testing can
identify about 80% of Rett syndrome cases but is not sufficient to use alone to make the
diagnosis. Researchers think that the remaining 20% of cases may be caused either by
mutations in other parts of the gene or by genes that have not yet been found

 Tests to rule out chromosomal and metabolic disorders as per
physicians suggestions

 MRI can also exclude other diagnosis. Findings in Rett
syndrome include decreased size of cerebral cortex size and
cerebeller atrophy.

 ECG abnormalities may be present.
 EEG for assessing seizures.
 Psychometric/IQ testing, which generally indicate severe
intellectual impairment.

How can I be sure that my child has it?
Most parents know their children better than anyone. Often, they know
that Rett syndrome fits from the first description.

How much does my child understand?
The patients with Rett syndrome may understand what you say, but
they cannot react the way you expect them to do. Although they cannot
speak or use their hands to gesture, their body language and expressive eyes
do tell you that they understand more than we know. Many children use various communication
switches or devices that allow them to express themselves through pictures or words.

What kind of problems will my child have?
Apraxia (dyspraxia) the inability (or reduced ability) to program the body to perform motor
movements, is the most fundamental and severe aspect of Rett syndrome. It can interfere with every
body movement, including eye gaze and speech, making it difficult for the children with Rett syndrome
to do what they want to do.
Scoliosis often develops in patients with Rett syndrome and progresses during age of 8-14. In some,
bracing and/or surgery may be required. However many patients do not show rapid progression. The
likelihood of worsening scoliosis seems to be increased in patients who do not walk and those who
have low muscle tone. Weight bearing exercises and frequent evaluation is recommended.
Seizures are reported in large number of Rett syndrome patients. Many common Rett syndrome motor
behaviors are mistaken for seizures. It is felt that many of these events are non-seizures. Actual seizures
may occur during sleep, and are not recognized. Video-EEG monitoring may be necessary to determine
appropriate treatment. Drugs to control seizures are very effective in most cases.
Growth is usually slowed, with most patients quite small for their age. This may be due to swallowing
difficulties, inadequate intake of food, energy expenditure imbalance. A
program of supplemental feeding has been shown to bring about
significant weight and height gains, which may improve alertness
and interaction.
Constipation is common and can result in severe discomfort.

Adequate fluid intake, high fiber foods and exercises are important.
Agitation is often thought to result from frustration over the
inability to communicate. Warm bath, massage, music or a
quiet, less stimulating environment can be helpful.

How can parents help their child?
Talk to them like you are of their age. Give them time to respond. Sometimes it takes much time before
they can give you an answer or make a movement to show you that they understands but do not get
irritated as your child is a special child and needs special attention from your side. Include them in your
everyday activities even if they cannot participate fully. Get to know them and you will see the
difference. Remember only you and your efforts can make your child better.

What disorders must be ruled out?
Other possible conditions which could look like Rett syndrome must
be ruled out. Children with Rett syndrome are often misdiagnosed as
angelman syndrome, autism and cerebral palsy. Careful clinical
assessment can differentiate these disorders.

How does Rett syndrome differ from autism?
AUTISM

RETT SYNDROME

Affects more male than female

Affects primarily females

Inappropriate language

Loss of acquired language

Preserved hand use

Loss of hand function

Rarely Ataxia

Ataxia common

Normal Chewing

Abnormal chewing

Seizures rare

Seizures common

Normal/ Large head

Small head size

Normal Growth

Growth failure

MECP2 gene mutation rarely found

MECP2 gene mutation most often found

The children with Rett syndrome almost always prefer people to objects, but the opposite is seen in
autism. Unlike those with autism, the Rett syndrome girl often enjoys affection. While girls with Rett
syndrome often have autistic-like features at an early age, these features disappear.

What will they be able to do?
Although the children with Rett syndrome will need help for most activities
of daily living, they can learn some independent skills. They can learn to use
the toilet and may learn to feed themselves by hand or with utensils with
some assistance. Some children can learn to use some devices to
communicate. Despite their difficulties, children with Rett syndrome can
continue to learn and enjoy family and friends well into middle age and beyond.
They express a full range of emotions and show their engaging personalities as they take part in social,
educational and recreational activities at home and in the community.

Should child with Rett syndrome have an electrocardiogram (ECG)?
By age 5, your child should have an ECG performed. If normal, it should be repeated every other year.
If abnormal, a cardiologist expert in electrical function of heart should be consulted.

Where do children with Rett syndrome go to school?
Each child with Rett syndrome is different. Some children go to special schools, while others attend
their local neighborhood schools. While they may do it in different ways, children with Rett syndrome
love to learn.

Is there a treatment for Rett syndrome?
There is currently no cure for Rett syndrome. However treatments are
available to improve the symptoms, like medications to control seizures
or to help the motor coordination or breathing. However scientific
studies of medications based on the gene mutation are underway, and
the future holds promise that more effective treatments can be found. A
plan of therapy must be developed with child's specific needs in mind.
This aims to address child's needs at home and at school. This requires
significant cooperation between parents, healthcare providers, teachers and others who may be needed
to provide services, such as counselors, social worker and occupational, physical or speech therapists.

Such a plan aims to improve socializing and communication skills as well as improving ability to
function.

What kinds of treatment/therapies are needed for long term care of children with Rett
Syndrome?
Medications: A patient with Rett syndrome may be given drugs for
breathing problems and difficulties with muscle control. Patients
with seizures are given anticonvulsant (anti-seizure) medications.
Special diets: Many patients with Rett syndrome have a poor appetite
and problems with swallowing. The patient may need an assessment by a

dietitian

to plan meals that are appealing as well as nutritionally sound. Patients with seizures that cannot be
controlled by medications may benefit from a special high-fat, low-carbohydrate diet.
Physical therapy can be used to keep your child flexible and able to move better and walk
Splints and braces: Hand or elbow splints may be used to reduce repetitive hand movements and
increase the child's purposeful use of her dominant hand. Patients who develop kyphosis (humpback) or
scoliosis may be fitted for spinal braces.
Occupational therapy can be used to help them in using their hands for everyday activities
Speech therapy: Some patients with Rett syndrome are taught to communicate with body language;
others use eye blinking, communication boards, or electronic devices.
(The most important point to remember is that children with Rett syndrome may have lost their
ability to speak but they have not lost their desire to communicate)
Hydrotherapy:

Warm water should be used as warm temperature

prompts muscle relaxation, facilitates stretching and generally
reduces stress
Massage therapy: can be very beneficial to increase flexibility,
improve circulation, relax muscles, influence scoliosis, counteract
spasticity as well as provide sensory stimulation
Music therapy: can decrease agitation, improve hand use, facilitate
learning, increase vocalizations, convey feelings and facilitate interaction

Other therapies like horseback riding and acupuncture have also been
used in these patients.

What drugs have been tried?
Various drugs like L-Dopa, Naltrexone (Revia), Bromocriptine
(Parlodel), Tyrosine (dopamine and noradrenalin) and tryptophan
(serotonin),L-Carnitine have been tried on Rett patients for improvement

of body

functions but till now no drug found to be 100 % effective to be given to these patients. Carbamazepine
and sodium valporate have been used for treatment of epilepsy.

What clinical trials are going on?
Two or more clinical trials are going on in U.S to test the effectiveness of two drugs Dextromethorphan
and Donepezil Hydrochloride in treating the symptoms of Rett syndrome. Finding of these clinical
trials will be available very soon and we will keep you updated with the latest information regarding
the same.

Rett angels with their different repetitive hand movements

REMEMBER:
Rett syndrome is nobody’s fault
You or your relative should not feel ashamed about it
Your child will never improve If you will feel ashamed
Love your child as much as you love your other child or
somebody's child
You should be strong and patient to make your child
improve further
If your child will improve, it will be just because of your
love, care, support
Your child is a special
Your child is silent angel
You are not alone: together we are better

Help together with us to put a smile on these beautiful and silent
angel's faces and to find the missing puzzle pieces that will put an end
to Rett syndrome

“October is Rett syndrome Awareness Month”

Rett syndrome awareness program
October is observed as Rett awareness month all around the world so we took an initiative to spread
awareness about Rett syndrome. On 19 October 2008, we celebrated the Rett syndrome awareness
month and hosted our first meeting for Rett families, researchers and doctors to raise some awareness
about Rett syndrome. This meeting was a great success and was attended by 15 families, doctors,
scientists and researchers interested to know more about Rett syndrome.
In this meeting, facts were discussed regarding the history, genetics, therapies and management
of Rett syndrome. This book titled: Little Angels was launched in this meeting only and the rough draft
of the same was distributed to everybody. Meeting was followed by interaction of families with other
families and with doctors. Some parents shared their views with others about how to manage their
child. We have decided to organize this awareness meeting every year in the month of October. You can
find some of the pictures of the meeting in this booklet.

Rett syndrome awareness month
meeting 2008

For More information please contact us on following address and
numbers:

Dr. Madhulika Kabra/Rajni Khajuria
Genetics Unit, Department of Pediatrics,
Room No. 110, First floor, Old O.T Building,
All India Institute of Medical Sciences,
Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-110029
Phone# 011-26594585, 09999343421
E-mail: Info.rett@yahoo.com

For information on Rett syndrome log in to:
www.rettsyndrome.org
www.rettsyndromeindia.blogspot.com

Rett Angels

Bright eyes, Sweet smile
Clasped hands, Unique style
Special Child, Secret mind
Loving heart, One of a kind
So we thought, But it’s not true
Now we find, She is one of few

By Gail Smith

Printing of this book has been supported by Genzyme India Pvt. Ltd. The contents of this book are developed by
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